[Evaluation of a context sensitive system for intra-operative usage of the electronic patient record].
This article analyzes the usage of an electronic patient record (EPR), which may be accessed intra-operatively by the surgeon. The focus lies on the automatic prioritization of documents to dramatically reduce the surgeon's interaction with the EPR system. An EPR system has been developed, which displays documents in accordance to the current procedure. The system is controlled by a foot switch and the documents are displayed on a large-scale screen in the operating room. The usage of the system by 2 surgeons has been recorded in clinical routine. 55 surgical procedures have been recorded. The EPR system has been used 2 times per procedure in average for surgeries at the middle ear, for surgeries of the paranasal sinuses, it has been used 1.3 times per procedure. The EPR-system has been used pre-operatively in 58% of cases. The surgeons did not have to interact with the EPR system for more than the half of the procedures to view the desired document. The existence of digitized documents in a clinic does not automatically lead to improved workflows. The evaluated EPR system presented the patient data in a simple and comfortable way. The extensive pre-operative usage had not been expected. Because of the low barrier to view patient data, higher patient safety may be assumed. On the other hand, the surgeon could be encouraged to skip the important preparation before the procedure. Due to the low pervasiveness of medical communication standards at this time, the integrated connection between clinic IT and an EPR system would nowadays only be possible by great efforts.